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LEPROSY DISEASE.
Mirnmiclii,  5th Febrzcaj-y,  1 848a

To His Excellency the Lieutenant Governor Sir William Macbean George Colebrooke,
&c. &c. &c.

M AY IT PLEASE Y OUR EXCELLENCY ,

Annexed is a ReDort  of the Cases of Lenrosv  that have been under mg care in the Lazaretto an Shel-
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hrake Island :
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Name.
I I

Age. Er;  try* Where from. Remarks.

Louis Gould, 40
Thomas Commeau, 33
Oliver Robicheau, 25
Fabian Gotreau, 25
Israel Robicheau, 21
Tranquil Robicheau, 15
L’hman  Savoy, 21
Peter Robicheau, 22
Francis Robicheau, I2
Edward Savoy, I2
Charlotte Benoit, 14
Mary  Glare Basque, 29
Julika  Ferguson, 32
Margaret Sonii, 30
Peter Savoy, 33
Frances Savoy, 46
Mary Savoy, 33
Mary Rose Robicheau, 13
Barnaby Savoy, 8
Alexander Stewart, 49
Stanislaus Savoy, 17

19th July 1844,l T r a c a d i e ,  - E l o p e d .
Deid.

Eloped.

Dead.
Eloped.

Dead.
Dead.
Dead.
Dead.

Y

Do .
Do
Do:
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do l

Do
Do:
Do.
Do
Do: I

24th Sept. 1844,’
19th July 1814,

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
DO .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
DO
Do:
Do

TabisiAtac,
Niguac,

Do I
-

. Do
Do. River de’ Cache
Do. Niguac,

29th July 1844, N. W. Branch
1846,. Niauac,

Dead.

Dead.
Eloped.

As the disease has never been disputed by any of the Medical men who have seen it, and has been
so often described, I presume it is unnecessary ‘to particularize the symptoms of each case, but
describe it generally;-then its Diagnosis;-and lastly state its cause.

I. Description of Tubercular Leprosy ,-It is generally characterised  by the formation of, on dif-
ferent parts of the body, but especially on the face, of many projecting tubercles, various in size,
irregul8 in shape, soft.ish., of a reddish or livid colour at first, but by and by, of the same general tint
as the integuments, in the thickness of which they are developed. The tubercles are generally very
indulent, a&l  are accompanied with a considerable degree of puffing of the parts on which they are
evolved; in consequence’of which they occasion much &formity’. ‘l%ey tend’naturally  to suppuiation
and ulceration, though they also often disappear by resolution ; the ulcers, in which they terminate,
never spread, but become covered with an adhering scab, under which, cicatrization takes place slowly,
but pretty certainly. The tubercles of Elephantiasis very commonly make their appearance in the
mid& of”discolourid  natches of the skin. of a tawnv hue : $ometimes &ese natches resmain for several
years previous to the’appearance of the tuber&s.  ’ This’is the Lepra As&thetica,  and supposed to
be the Baras of Avicenna. It has been seen by Wiaterbottom, Robinson, and Copland. The two
latter admit that cc tubercular changes sometimesshow themselves in the course of the a&esthetic variety.
The cases Dr. Robinson saw were modified according to the stages of the malady-some approaching
more closely to the ancesthetic  ; others to the tubercular ; and he believes that the two forms of the
disease insensibly pass into each other.” We have had two of these cases, viz : Margaret Sonii and
Juliana Eergusoh  ;I tubercles have appeared on Mrs. Sonii, and I am inclined to believe that Mrs.
Ferguson has them. They have the other characteristic svmptoms  of the disease, such as want of
feeling,  peculiar appearance of the face and eyes, swelling aid contraction of the’toes and fingers;
ulceration and loss of part of the toes and fingers;
of tubercles.

and the other patients prognosticate the appearance
The tubercles of Elephantiasis, when first perceived, are not larger than a pin head,

or a pea, but they subsequently attain the size of an almond or a hazel nut. When fully developed
they commonly cause some diminution in the sensibility of the skin around them, and this often to
such a degree- as to constitute a characteristic feature of the disease; during their growth, however,
they have occasionally been observed to be accompanied with an increase of the sensibility of the
skin and parts in their vicinity. The face and ears-are the parts the tubercles attack most frequently;
and are sometimes confined to the eyebrows, nose,
of the features.

or ears; in other cases, it pervades the whole
In the first instance, the deformity produc.ed  is great; in the second, it is hideous,

and has procured for the disease some of the titles bv which it has. at different times, been distin-
guished;*such  as Leontiasis, Satyriasis, stc,I enlarged; generally

the
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the forehead is uneven, and traversed by deep furrows; the eyebrows are tuberculated and over-
hanging; the nostrils sinuous and dilated; the ears pendulous and tuberculated; the lips enormously
thickel;ed;  the chin greatly increased in size; and the whole of the surfaces affected, Unctuous, ana
tawny. In this stat&mat&s  may continue for an indefinite length of time, but no lpng interval u&ally
elapses before additional symptoms rnake their appearance. The tubercles are apt to ulcerate, and
sores occur of an unhealthy aspect, and pouring out an ichorous fluid, which concretes into thinner or
thicker brownish or black coloured  incrustations, under which cicatrices are slowly formed. The
sense of smell becomes blunted; that of touch, too, is strangely affected; the voice grows husky, and is
often entirely 10s t ; the patient is affected with cough, which is more especially towards the latter stages
of a suffocative kind, and very often proves suddenly fatal; quick pulse;
as well as weakened in their muscular powers.

singularly dejected in spirits,
At this stage, tubercles are generally found in the

mouth, palate, kc., gullet and nasal passage, and, from the symptoms and discharge, there is no doubt,
in the passage to the stomach and lungs.
the arms are very often affected;

It now very generally appears on other parts of the body:
the palms of the hand much swollen, they appear thickened and

enlarged; the lower parts of the thighs, about the ancles,  and the soles of the feet, are very common seats
of the disease. The sensibility of the parts affected, in these cases, is in general greatly impaired;
the integuments, unctuous and shining, furrowed by numerous lines passing deeply between large Aat-
tened tubercles, and of a tawny or dusky purple hue, present a very characteristic appearance. The
tubercles severaltv run their course indeaendentlv of each other.

One singular e&ect of EJephantiasis  is ;he impe&iment  it seems to oppose to the growth of the beards,
if the disease occurs before puberty: and the frequency with which it causes it. to be lost, when it
attacks after maturitv of vears,?las b&n attained. i *

I

The unfortunate iYndiv:duals’  affected with Elephantiasis appear to be less under the dominion of the
sexual appetite than the generality of mankind. It generally proves fatal, from the disease attacking
the lungs and bowels, and in some of the cases, the externa1 affection disappears at this stage. One
patient: Alexander Stewart-who was covered with tubercles, had one only-on his leg at the time of
his death.

II. Diagnosis. -What was designated Leprosy by the Greeks, Lepra Vulgaris, CO~KJIINXI  Leptbsj$
or scaly Leprosy, by the Moderns,
the Elephantiasis of the Greeks-

is a very different disease from the Leprosy of the Arabians-
the disease under consideration. The ctimrnon  Leprosy, in its ear-

liest stage, appears like a large pimple, and within a few days, covered with a micaceous scale, the
size of the spot beneath; the scale is by and by detached, when the surface of the spot is found to be
rough and dry; the circle of inflammation now gra&dly extends till it is an inch or more in diameter
every way, and the whole patch becomes covered with an impricated  layer of thin but tough and shining
scales, of a slightly yellowish or pearl grey colour. The several patches of Lepra, in this state, are
of a perfectly circular shape,  and surrounded by a bright or purple red, and slightly raised margin; the
scales that cover them are in a constant state of increase or reproduction; lying one over another, they
often form laminated and friable masses, of considerable thickness, and if detached, are very speedily
renewed. .lXlephantiasis  is particularly free of scales, and in no instance are they of this appearance;
hut the parts affected have an oily look, and is, in every respect, both in appearance and da@$r,  SO

different, that I do not think it possible to mistake the one for the other.
The difference between TubercecZmr  I;~~~osY  and Tube~czciar  l+,ereaZ d’ections is (Copland)

Cc chiefly the appearance of Leprosy in Europe Gery long before the Venereal disease, and the characters
which are peculiar to each. The bloches and tuber&s  of Lep7osy  are of a shining brownish tint, o f
an oily look, soft and tawny, irregular, distinct, separated by fissures, and attended by a general puffi-
ness, loss of hair, and occasionally by much insensibility of the skin. The tubercles of rS’l/;vhilis  are
red or livid, hard, developed in the substance of the corion (true skin), clustered together, not insenWD
sible, generally consequent upon venereal ulcers, and not attended by loss of the hair.” These are
the only diseases that have been pointed out as liable to be mistaken; therefore, I shall not dwell
longer on this head; more especially, as the disease is so strongly marked, that I cannot imagine it
possible to mistake it for any other, or any other for it.

Considerable of labour has been bestowed in tracing the connection of those affected, in order to
~WOVC  that it was disselninated  from parent to child. To render this proof available, would require a
rigid separation from the disease from the time of birth, and even then it would be objectionable; this
hs not been the case here in any instance, neither has the relationship been proven, but to the con-
trary, it is at the same time admitted as ((‘a fact,” Ihat the disease has been communicated by the
npplication of the matter to the shoulder of Francis $onii, &c. It is illogical to admit more causes than
&?cient to explain the effects; this being a fact, the other must be a theory, any nurnber of which may
be overturned by one fact; it is denied by all of them that any of their forefathers, previous to JosepI
md Ursall  Benoit, had it, and if they had, it would have been passing strange that this disease should
J:avc  been dormant for q;enerations  out of’ number, and that at one time and place it should have been
caroused in the blood ok the natives of so many  nations and kindreds. We have had the disease in
dXwent  French families, natives both of’ this River and Saint John, of America, Ireland, Scotland,
kc. It is incredible. I have hail an opportunity  of seeing and watching the disease from its first ori-
f$n here;. _I have seen all the cases as they appeared, with tke exception of a few of the last; have con-
4ted most of the authors of note, both ancient and modern; and, after years of deliberation, I am
unable to come to any other concldsion  than that the Elephantiasis of the Greeks is spread by emmi-
natiorls from the diseased, but luore especially,  by application of the matter produced by the ulceration

Of
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of the tubercles, either external or internal. This cause will explain all the apparent inconsistencies-
will show how it is possible for one person to live with another for years without communicating the
affection; matter may be produced, and by great cleanliness, not produce any bad effects. We see
this take place with other contagious diseases- Gonwrrhoea, the Venereal, kc.--how  many sleep
together without communicating the disease. This mode of communication will explain why Joseph
Benoit was so long in being infected; the tubercles were long in suppurating, or great care taken that the
matter should not come in contact with the unaffected. That the breath or perspiration is unable to pro-
duce the disease I am not prepared to say; but, to use Oliver Robicheau’s (one of the Lepers) opinion,
“ I will not say you wi1I  not catch it from the breath or perspiration, but it is hard to catch.” I have
been informed by many of them that they were very careful in applying the matter to any of the family.

That it is hereditary often finds support from the disease appearing amongst so many connections;
this is easily accounted for, when we know that their being relatives is a pass to the one, and, as I have
been often told, a prevention to the other, forbidding them to visit their families; their sympathy was
avakened;  their dismissal was’delayed from day to day; and, like all other dangers, the oftener en-
countered, the less dreaded, until they feel they are in its grasp; it is then too late; and, instead of
doing every thing in their power to save the others, they are either enveloped in the torpor and apathy
of the disease, or sacrifice those whom, by every tie they were bound to protect, for a little self grati-
fication. From the other houses they are banished without an exception; we could not find a house
b0 examine them in unless those inhabited by the

For the opinions of the most eminent LVedical
Lepers.
authors, and likewise of the patients and their friends,

I beg leave &to refer to my Report to Your Excellency of the 22d Eebruary,  1845. I presume to
particularly solicit Your Excellency’s attention to my Extracts from Drs. Copland,  Edmondson, Good,
and Cullen,  the most eminent and learned of the Profession, in the present or past centuries,-to Dr.
Gourley’s Report, shewing it spreading like the pestilence, at Ponta de Sol, until arrested by the
-prudent and wise decision of the Governor; and lastly, to the official Report recently published by
order of the Ssrdinian Government.

The patients, both in and out of the Lazaretto, have been instructed, for several reasons, to deny
its contagious properties; this may account for a difference in their statements now and formerly; fdr
instance, Mrs. Sonii, in a late Report, says, ‘4 she never had any leprous person in her house from
whom she could have contracted the disease.” In Februarv,  1845, during: her examination in presence of, ,
all the other patients, &c., on my remarking, I supposg Mrs. Sonii Yyou got the disease ‘from your
brothers; she replied, U I did not,‘1  got it from Edith Robicheau,” her brother’s wife, who stopped with
her the few months previous to her death. That she said so, and that such is the fact, is well known.
There are many othirs  of a similar description that are well supported without their aid, snd who, for
.their own safe& will not allow to pass unnoticed such glaring misstatements, and, I believe, the man-
ner in which the disease has spread is more explicitly shown than is generally the case. I have seen
no cases without their having been previously &posed  to its contagion. -

In tracing an hereditary disease no connection except blood relatives can be admitted as evidence;
ifor instance, Joseph Benoit is no blood relation of Ursa1 Landry; Francis Sonii not related to Ursale,
Isabella, or Benoi t. Cryle Austin, who died of it about September, 1843, is nephew to John
Robicheau, but not to the- Landry’s or Benoit; John Robichea; is similar ; Peter Saioy no relation
of&any of the others; they all say-he is no relation;
-suppose anything that suits our fancy.

and if supposition in reasoning is prdof,  we may
Thomas Commeau no relation to the former; Louis Gould

Jlot related to the others; his statement to Drs.  Bayard and Wilson that there is no natural change in
the disease since he left the Lazaretto, or that it increased more in than out of it, is notoriously con-
trary to the fact; so much had the disease increased that he was hardly recognised,  although well known,
by those &o went after him. James ItIoir, and when we add Mrs. Gardiner, the Browns, Sweezey,
Alexander Stewart, N. W., and Mr. Whitmore, S. W., a native of the River Saint John, about the
Qromocto, who died here of this disease in 1827, all unconnected with the French, kc., or with each
other. Instead of their (Commissioners) constructin g one genealogical  tree, it will have, like other
&contagious  diseases, more resemblance to the radii of so many circles; for example-Ursa1 Landry
linfects Joseph Benoi t, her sister Isabella, and Francis Sonii; Francis Sonii infects his sister Edith,
Peter Savoy, and others, as Sonii and Cryle Austin; Edith Sonii infected John Robicheau and hlar-
garet Sonii, Israel, Tranquille,  and F’rancis Robicheau; Cryle Austin gave it to Fidelle Brideau;
Thomas Commeau got it from John Robicheau; Louis Gould got it from Thomas Commeau; L54man
-and Edward Savoy got it from their fathers, who died of the disease; Oliver Robicheau from his bro-
thers; Charlotte Benoit got it from Mrs. F. Benoit; Frances Savoy gave it to her three sons; Wm.
Brown from Mrs. Gardiner; John Brown from v&&am  his brother; l!tlary  Sweeeey tpok it from the
Browns. It follows the same course as other contagious diseases.

Nature, never wasteful of her means, often produces many effects by the same cause, but is never
prodigal of means to produce the same effect. A disease, to be hereditary, must have originated with
our first parents; for if it commenced since that time, it must have been produced by some other cause,
and therefore it is not hereditary. In these cases here, prior to Ursa1 Benoit, it is not shown that
any of their forefathers had the disease. To suppositions there is no end; they are wholly inadmissi-
ble, and since that time no case has occurred without the person having been exposed to the immediate
influence of the disease, and in a less mysterious,
way, than that of hereditary transn$ssion

more palpable, more frequent, ayd better understood
- a modft of’ propagation much doubted by the bulk of the

Profession-and by its warmest partiTans confined to a very small number of diseases; for instance,
Dro
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Dr. Browne, in the Cyclopedia of Practical Medicine, Vol. II, page 418,  says--‘L  These two
diseases, (Small Pox and Syphilis,) and tubercles which have been discovered in the lungs of still
born infants, frlrnish,  perhaps, the only examples of direct hereditary transmission.”

The identity of the disease has been very unceremoniously denied by Doctors  Bayard and Wilson*
Mrs. Gardiner had all the pathognotnonib symptoms of %Xephantia&q it ran the -same course and
terminated in the same manner as tl?e others, ibout the last of 1828. I attended her from May, IS 16j
until the time of her death; she never h’ad the venereal to my knowledge, neither do I consider it pos-
sible for her to have had it without my knowing it. A number of persons who have seen her and the
other cases, immediately recognize them as one and the same, ancl the diagnosis betweed this disease
and tubercular venereal in this Communication is borne out in everv-narticular. It broke out
on William Brown about ten months previous to Mrs. Gardiner’s death;  ‘began in spots of a tawny
colour  on the outside of the thighs; his-  mother thought he had got it from falliig from- the horse; tlie
face became next affected ; all. the eyebrows, eyelashes, and a great part of the hair of the head fell
off ; external parts of the body never affected; about two years befbrc he became very hoarse;
cough and bldody spit, and died in the same manner as Mrs.-Gardiner of that suffocative -affection;
was-sixteen years-old when first affected ; labored under it five years, and died in the fall of 1835.
Ten months after Mrs. Gardiner’s  death it appeared on John Brown, aged twelve years; he slept with
his brother Williarr. It appeared first on the outside of his thigh; next his face; like William, had
cough, but did not spit an-y-  blood; great pain across the stom&h  and around the body; after being
affected about six years he was destroyed bv a violent fit of vomiting.

Rheuben SweeLy’s daughter Mar>, agid ten years, when it brgke out likewise on the thighs, the
symptoms were similar to the others, only her face was not so much affected; she had it about six
j’ears before it destroyed her; both her and her friends, likewise the Brown’s mother, feel convinced
that she caught it frotil her sons. None of either the Browns (Scotch) or the Sweezeys had it in any
of their predec,essors’  families. John Brown was put under a course of mercury, with a promise of
cure in a month; after being under it for about three months it was abandoned on account of its exaspera-
ting the disease in a very decided manner. This is a strong proof that it was very different from
the venereal.

James &Ioir,  aged twenty four, caught this disease two years ago, from stopping in one of the
leper’s houses, in Tracadie, and sleeping with him; his face, more especially the eyebrows, are
covered with the tubercles, and his body is more covered than Peter Savoy who is in the Lazaretto;
in fine, it is a strong marked and well defined case of Elephantiasis  GrzPcorum; he was anxious to 50
into the Lazaretto, and was willing to use any remedy that I might think advisable; but I presume
his mind had been altered, along with some of the others, on hearing that Dr. Bayard had seat medi-
cines from Saint John, to be administered by or under the surveillance of the Rev.  Gentleman of that
place. As this has proved a total failure, perhaps P~lr.  Moir may alter his mind. His (Moir’s) father
is an American, his mother from Ireland. I might mention &Ir. Whitmore, South West, a native of
Saint John, about the Orornocto, a 1)articularly Fad case; the face cornpldy covered  with very large
projecting tubercles; he died in 1827.- -

DoctoFs  Bayard and Wilson allow that a few uf the cases, and amongst the others that of Francis
Sonier, may have been contracted by the rubbing in of the ma&r, and at <he same time say-“ These
a re  unfavotirable to the cauge of &ontacion:‘7 and again, in their second conclusion ci that it is non-
contagious,” and in the third, cc that rt m&, in na’&i&lar  cases, be communicated bv inoculation.”
‘Had rhose’  Gentlemen defined’ their lauguag&’  we A should then h&e been able, perhass,  to reconcile
such apparent inconsistencies; for instance, Copland frequently  uses the language, Cc When infection
is produced by inoculation, “-Vol. II. page 3%. Cc Instances of contagion by i~2ocuhtion,  and by
immediate or- direct communication with the sick, are sufficiently numerous in respect of several
maladies ; are familiar to all.“-Copland, ib. 35’0. And will ky one say that S&all Pox, C O W

Pox, Hydrophobia, kc., are not contagious, because they can and are produced by inoculation or
insertion. Surely this is an undeniable proof of their contagious powers. Copland,  ib. 35O-
cc There are various circumstances, which singly or conjointly, prove a disease to be MY&  infkctious,
(I use the terms synonymous with contagion,) or capable of propagating itself: 1st. The arrival in
places, which are healthy, of persons from districts in which a disease is prevalent, and the spread of
such disease soon afterwards in the Dreviouslv  healthy  nlace. 2d. The extension of such disease in
this place in proportion to the in&course Letwee;  the affected and the healthy. 3d. The greatel
prevalence of such diseases amongst persons who devote themselves to its alleviation, or amongst
Pledical attendants, nr~~es,  2nd the friends of the sick. 4th. The absence of any other cause to which
the malady may be attributed; the soil, the climate, the season of the year, the weather, neither singly
nor conjointly serving to account for it. 5th. The immunity obtained by seclusion and by avoiding
communication  with the sick and those who have visited them, as well as by the careful exclusion of
all substances which may have imbibecl and retained the emanaLion from the affected. 6th .  The  suc-
cess of measures takeL to prevent the extension of the malady, as the early removal of the sick to
places where  conm:nnicati:>n  with t.he healthy is  prevented. Besides these, there are other proofs
which are even more  conclusive. Vt’hen  we perceive the healthy become affected with a malady
60011  after proximity to, G-r contact with a person laboring under a simil;zr malady, of after having beer1
esposed  to substances which I’ve imbibed the ef&~vium from the sick, as bed zxnd  body cloth,  &c.,

the evidence of infe&on  from t-hese  sources, althou+ not amounting to complete certain’ty,  yet nearlyY
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‘I’he application of these rules to &he proves it contagious. application of these rules  &he disease under consideration is evident and  it contagious.
The non-infectioniats place great reliance upon the circumstance of the disease having spared a largeThe non-infectioniats place great reliance upon the circumstance of the disease having spared a large
number of those who have come within the sphere of its influence ; but they must be aware that a of those who have come within the sphere of its influence ; but they must be aware that a
similar circumstance is uniformly met with during the prevalence of all diseases acknowleged infectious.
A ;All who are exposed to them   not equally, and many are not at all liable to be affected by them ;
and the person who may not have been susceptible of the infection to-day, may be susceptible
-to-morrow, owing very frequently to predisposing causes.-to-morrow, owing very frequently to predisposing causes. This pathological fact is familiar to everyThis pathological fact is familiar to every

, of observer in respect of Pox, Measles, Scarlet Fever, and the true ‘I’yphus  ;-diseases whoseMeasles, Scarlet Fever, and the true   whose
infectious nature is ;infectious nature is very generally admitted ;and wherefore should it be otherwise in respect to the
present disease ?present disease ? The  fact,  has been remarked of    which  eThe sattiti fact, moreover has been remarked of all yestihces of which we have
any accurate information  *in Medical annals.any accurate  *in Medical annals.

..

I feel confident there was nothing venereal in any of the cases 1 have seen, and for the followingI feel confident there was nothing venereal in any of the cases 1 have seen, and for the following
reasons :reasons : I st. The characteristic difference of the blotches and tubercles  in appearance,  origin,  a114I st. The characteristic difference of the blotches and tubercles  in appearance,  origin,  a114
consistence ; the want of primary sores, bubos,  &c. ; the l;srevious history ; the want of other symptomsconsistence ; the want of primary sores, bubos,  &c. ; the l;srevious history ; the want of other symptoms
of venereal infeotion; ,and *he: circumstances under wlzicij the venereal disease is developed ; the fissures,of venereal infeotion; ,and *he: circumstances under wlzicij the venereal disease is developed ; the fissures,
pufiness,  loss of hair, ‘the insensibility, kc. ;pufiness,  loss of hair, ‘the insensibility, kc. ; in the c,ase  of John Brown, the total failure and injurious

anything  like doubt  eff’ects  of a three months  course of mercury, cann.ot leave anything  like doubt or obscurity in regard
to the diagnosis.to the diagnosis. Any difficulty  in distlitpishi:,ig  between the two diseases, is more in imaginationAny difficulty  in distlit~guishi:,ig between the two diseases, is more in imagination
-than in-than in facf.facf..-(See.-(See Diagnosis if this Report.)Diagnosis if this Report.)

“Reca$tulation. -That the disease is ElepUantiasis  of the Greeks, or Tubercular Leprosy, is proved by
its perfectly agreeing with the history, description, and delineations of all those who have had the best
opportunities of examining LeprosJT  in ‘the  different countries in which it is or has been.

2. That in the cases of Mary  (;ardiner,  William and John &own, Mary Sweexey, 01: ally of the
others 1 have seen, there is nothil;lg  venereal.

3. I will not deny the possibility o.f its being occasionally hereditary, but I have not seen any case
that euuld be admitted as unobjectional proof of its being so ;
%o the immediate contact of the disease ;

all of the cases here having been ekposed
and the denial, both of the Lepers, their friends and acqnaint-

zmces,  that any of their forefathers had it. My belief is, that in certain cases, a liability or predispo-
<sition may be engendered by the parent to the &ild, renderin,0 it more liable to become affected when
exposed to the cont’agion  of the disease.

4. That it-is contagious, is proved by its followin
one of the .proofs.

g the laws of contagion, and agreeing with every

I have the honour to remain,
Your Excellency’s most obedient servant,

A.  KEY,  Ezcrgeon.


